
 
 

 
 

 

                   DIVINE HUMANITY 
         ( D - DUR ) 

 
 
    D                  D 7 ½ G       D 

1. Let us live like sisters, brothers bound, united by your love. 
   G                      D G       A 

   Let the love grow for the others, grant the view from Yours above. 
   D                       D 7 ½ G     D 

   Let us help, when we are able to support in grief and need. 
   G                   D G    A 

   Let`s be in this selfish Babel an example, that can lead.. 
 
 
2.  Give us joy in growth and living, in the ordinary trot. 
    Grant the insight for forgiving, like our slips, Father, You forgot. 
    If the courage, faith is fading, let us not despond of your`s. 
    let us not despair, complaining, let`s stand up for that, what cures.. 
 
 

   h                     fis  e       D        A 

Refrain: We don`t see, if we require  discontent slowly appears. 
       h                       fis  e    D      A 

       Growing wealth, constant desire  enhances the longing, fear, 
       D                      a  C    e 

       that you always things are missing,  more and more get poor, you`ll see. 
       G                    D  e    A 

       Don`t regard the luck, that`s kissing, not the forest for the trees. 
 

        h                           G  D        A 

       Because the fortune means not taking, blissfulness, not just to win. 
        h                      G  D       A 

       Success doesn`t need the breaking  of the others, to smash their chin. 
        D                         C2  G       g 

       Last delight comes out of giving,  care for the prosperity 
        D                          G  A       G          D 

       of your neighbor. Unselfish living  once brings back  -  your charity. 
 
 
3.  Let`s perceive, Lord, Your love`s wonder, grant a view behind the walls, 
    where Your mercy`s waiting yonder. Help to get out of the halls 
    of the usual acting, thinking, we got claims to all the things. 
    We don`t look at whom fate`s winking with all the flowers, pearls and rings. 
 
 
4.  If we go astray in blindness, reproach us with the mistakes. 
    Lead on right ways us with kindness, let`s avoid, what hurts and aches. 
    Save us from conceit and avarice, from the tie of vanity. 
    Show us, how the charity to cherish, lend divine humanity. 
 
 
Refrain:  We don`t see...... 
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